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BOOK REVIEWS

Cairo’s Ultras: Resistance and revolution in Egypt’s football culture, by Ronnie
Close, York, The American University in Cairo Press, 2019, 233 pp., $24,95 (hardback),
ISBN 978-9-77416-921-2

Ronnie Close provides “thick” descriptions (Geertz 1973) of football fandom cultures, demon-
strating how football is a central sphere for hegemonic contestations in Egyptian society. This
ethnographic account of the Egyptian Ultras debunks the myth that football is a mere “beau-
tiful” game. Pannenborg (2010) contends that football is a charged political and ideological
structure where power and identity battles are fought both on the surface and through sub-
texts. The book shows that football is a complex process of expressing, contesting and nego-
tiating political, economic, cultural and social realities in a military ruled Egypt where human
rights violations have become part of the everyday fabric. Football generates a highly sophis-
ticated system of cultural and political codes which critique the status quo and also perpetuate
repression during periods of crisis (Zenenga 2012).

The book consists of six neatly interwoven thematic chapters. It reflects on military rule,
police brutality and gross human rights violations. Violence is the “natural” state of military
rule in Egypt. The desired transition from the shackles of Hosni Mubarak’s iron-fist rule
remains a Sisyphean task due to military entrenchment. Though the military influence was
subtle during the Mubarak era, it has become overt under President Al-Sisi’s government.
The media, sports stadia and other spaces of interaction have been muffled such that they
have failed to live up to their mandate as modern-day Habermasian public spheres, where
ideas freely circulate.

The first chapter explores football and nationalism in Egypt, providing a detailed political
history of Egypt and how football played a critical role for talking about the nation and nation-
hood. The chapter demonstrates how football was central in fighting for rights of the under-
privileged during British colonial rule. The chapter also locates the emergence of the Ultras—
the Ultras Ahlawy also known as UA07 (affiliated to Al Ahly) and Ultras White Knights (affiliated
to Zamalek)—in 2007, at a time of increasing disgruntlement in the country as Hosni Mubar-
ak’s 30-year regime prepared to install his son Gamal as successor to the family throne. The
Ultras became a bastion of robust activism and resistance against Mubarak. The climax of
this activism is testified by the role played by the Ultras during the historic 25 January 2011
uprising which jettisoned Hosni Mubarak, ending his infamous tyrannical rule. A number of
players and actors were at play during the 2011 revolution but there is a tendency to trivialize
the contribution of Cairo Ultras. As succinctly captured by journalist James Dorsey, at this time,
the Ultras became “the second largest civic organization in Egypt, succeeded only by the
Muslim Brotherhood movement” (29). The author is commended for crediting the Ultras for
their historic contribution.

The second chapter is dedicated to football rivalry and how it culminates in ugly scenes of
violence. Focus is on the tragic events surrounding the Port Said massacre of 1 February 2012.
On the fateful day, UA07 fans travelled to the Mediterranean city Port Said to support their
team playing against al-Masry. The match tragically ended with home team fans ambushing
their rivals with deadly weapons, resulting in loss of lives and injuries to visiting fans. The
author’s analysis is commendable as it goes beyond football discourse illuminating the fact
that in football, goals are scored beyond the pitch (see Pannenborg 2010). The author also pro-
vides a rich analysis on how the Port Said massacre reflects how state players and actors were
complicit in the violence by infiltrating the Ultras as a way of discrediting their achievements
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during the 2011 revolution. The episode exposes the military government’s failure to initiate a
proper framework for justice, healing and reconciliation after such painful incidents. Justice,
restitution and the rights of communities to express and memorialize past communal injuries
are indispensable to the realization of far-reaching healing and reconciliation processes in
societies (Ncube 2017).

Chapter three theorizes the “hooligan” spectator identity. The “Ultras” identity is given a
nuanced discussion, tracing its origins from Italy where it was associated with radical fans of
Torino FC and Lazio FC. The author shows that the Ultras identity is not simple but complex
and varies with context and concerns. In fact, we have conservative, right-wing, nationalist
Ultras, and activist, leftist groups—and they stand for different causes. For example, the
Green Brigade Ultras in Scotland, affiliated to Glasgow Celtic FC, campaigned against the
Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory in August 2016. The author’s theoretical departure is
Jacques Rancière’s concept of dissensus, asserting that dissensus is not merely a disagreement
about the injustice of particular situations or arrangements, but fundamentally the revelation of
the contingency of the entire perceptual and conceptual order in which such arrangements are
embedded. The theorization also straddles into other Neo-Marxist critical theory perspectives.

The fourth chapter is titled “The Aesthetic Economy of Revolution”. It grapples with the
aspect of aesthetics and how appearance is political. The chapter combines theoretical and
empirical dimensions to reflect on the motives behind the Ultras from 2007 to 2018. The
author also elaborates on how draconian emergency laws were used by different military gov-
ernments as a mechanism of restricting and monitoring all public spaces. The chapter further
raises provocative questions on the feasibility of the Ultras’ practices and aesthetic acts to fight
inequalities and bring equality in Egypt. The author provides a moment for reflection on
whether fandom activities need to be taken serious or should just be treated as mere harmless
banter. This could be a rich area for future studies in Egypt and Africa as a whole.

Chapter five is titled “Ultras Utopia, Bodies of Possibility”. It is an assessment of ability of the
Cairo Ultras’ ability to challenge power in Egypt by focusing on an 11-year period where critical
political events have unfolded in Egypt’s political and social history. The author’s submission is
that though the Ultras have recorded relative success especially when considering their con-
tribution during Mubarak 2011 revolution, a number of factors are militating against their pro-
gress. For instance, with teams being forced to play in empty stadia, the Ultras have been
deemed irrelevant. The Ultras have been left with nowhere to freely assemble and mobilize
against power. The chapter also attempts to make a holistic analysis and critique of some
unproblematically underscored development discourses and neo-liberal paradigms related
to the Chinese presence in African societies, including Egypt.

Chapter six concludes the book. It reinforces the fact that under military tentacles, the Cairo
Ultras are doomed. The chapter shows that the current situation in Egypt does not condone
protest cultures. Stadia terraces are no longer a formof carnivalesque Ancient Agorawhere “dis-
course” more or less flows unfettered (see Ncube 2014). However, regardless of these trying
moments for the Ultras, the author highlights another important dimension to fandom and pro-
tests—digital fandom. The digital (social) media have augmented the breadth and scope of
fandom (Ncube 2014). Digital media platforms have also empowered diverse fans to participate
in heteroglossic carnivals of power that pit “ordinary” people against other “ordinary” people,
and ordinary people against the elite (Ncube 2014). In the case of Egypt, Ronnie’s book
reveals how fandomactivismhas gone to virtual spaces. For instance, as soon as Egypt’s football
team crashed out of the World Cup in 2018, a Twitter hashtag #irhalyaSisi (#Sisi_leave) trended
as people protested against the soaring cost of living.

The issues in this book are at the core of sport sociology, cultural studies and sports media
communication. I salute the author for bringing in to the analysis both the traditional
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mainstream and digital social media. The media are central players in the mediation of pro-
fessional sport; and the framing of events is always located in the matrix of power. The
study is a welcome addition to literature on sports media, fandom cultures, governance, mili-
tary rule, power, identities and violence in African sport.

Thebook is critical as it revisits debates ongender,masculinity andpolitical discourse inAfrican
football fandom and protest cultures, illuminating how gender equality remains an unsolved
question in Egypt. During the Tahrir protests in 2011, female bodies became targets of ridicule,
misogyny and exclusion politics which manifested through practices such as forced virginity
tests under SCAF rule and the then-head of military intelligence and SCAF member, General al-
Sisi. In addition, the Ultras Port Said sit-in protest camp rules disallowed women from staying
until 10 pm. Women are also legitimate Ultras members, but such incidents reflect attempts to
exclude them in fandom and public affairs at large. Sports fandom remains a masculine area,
resisting shifting gender relations (Gee 2009; Tjønndal 2016; Ncube and Chawana 2018).

All in all, this book is not sorely about the Ultras’ fandom cultures but intersects national
discourses especially governance in an African military state. Issues of human rights, violence,
rule of law, and media performance among others are at the heart of this ethnographic piece
of work.
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Queer China: Lesbian and Gay literature and Visual Culture under Postsocialism,
by Hongwei Bao, London: Routledge, 2020, 213 pages, £39.99, ISBN 9780367462840

QueerChinaexploresawide rangeof formsandpractices relatedtoChinesequeerculture, fromgay
novels, girls’ love fan fiction, anddocumentaries, to a same-sexwedding andqueer-themedpaper-
cutting art. These case studies effectively capture the diversity of this culture, and the coherence of
the book is skilfully maintained through the author’s focus on queer individuals’ agency and
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